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We investigate optimal bounded influence M-estimators in the general normal 
regression model with respect to different sensitivities. As a result, we answer some 
open questions in F. R. Hampel et al. (Robust Statistics, Chap. 6, Wiley, New York). 
Moreover, we examine the relationship among different sensitives and their 
associated optimal estimators and extend the idea of change- of -variance sensitivity 
to the case qf the predicted value. e 1992 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we investigate the robustness properties of a wide class of 
regression estimators, namely the so-called generalized M-estimator. The 
approach to robustness is based on influence function. Such approach has 
been studied by Krasker [S], Krasker and Welsch [6], Bickel [l], 
Samarov [ 111, and Ronchetti and Rousseeuw [lo]. However, the previous 
results are concerned with the unstandardized gross error sensitivity and 
selfstandardized sensitivity. We extend these results to a variety of different 
sensitivities such as litted value sensitivity and predicted value sensitivity. 
Moreover, the change-of-variance sensitivity is also extended to the case of 
predicted value. 
The paper is organized in the following way. Section 2 introduces the 
model, Section 3 consists of a brief review of influence function and 
sensitivities. The bounded influence optimal estimators (associated with 
different sensitivities) are introduced and the relationship among different 
sensitivities is investigated in this section. In Section 4, the change-of- 
variance sensitivity of the predicted value is studied. 
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2. THE MODEL 
We consider the following regression model. Denote by Fe,b the distri- 
bution of the independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables 
(xi, y,), 1 < i G n, where xi are p-vectors and yi are scalars, and let the 
p-vector 8 be an unknown parameter such that 
where the xi have the distribution K, and the error .zi is independent of Xi 
and distributed as N(0, a*). The problem is to estimate parameters 8 and 
0 of the model, It is well known that the standard least squares estimators 
for the parameters 8 and (T are not robust in the sense that arbitrary small 
departure from the assuming model may cause arbitrarily large asymptotic 
bias and variance. One way to cope with the problem is to study a larger 
class of estimators, namely the so-called “generalized M-estimators” 
(Maronna and Yohai, [7]), where M-estimators (T,, S,) of (0, G) are 
defined as simultaneous solutions of 
C rlCxi9 (Yi-xfTn)ISn)xi=o (2.1) 
and 
whereu]:RPXR+RandX:R + R. In this paper, we will focus our attention 
to this class of estimators. 
Maronna and Yohai [7] showed that T,, and S, are asymptotically 
independent under some certain regularity conditions. That is to say, the 
asymptotic behavior of T,, depends only on q, and that of S, depends 
only on x. Therefore, we shall assume that rr = 1 and denote Fo,l by F, 
throughout this paper. 
Also we restrict our attention to the class F of all functions 
q : RP x R + R satisfying 
(i) ~(x, .) is continuous on R\C(x; q) for all x E RP, where C(x; q) is 
a set with finite cardinality. In each point of C(x; II), ~(x, .) has finite left 
and right limits. 
(ii) ~(x, .) is odd and ~(x, r) > 0 for all XE RP, r > 0. 
(iii) For all x, the set D(x; q) of points in which ~(x, .) is continuous 
but in which ~‘(x, r), the partial derivative with respect to the second 
argument, is not defined or not continuous, is of finite cardinality. 
sing(li~! M=E{$(x, r)xx’> and Q=E{q*(x, r)xx’} exist and are non- 
683/40/l-11 
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The functional T(F) corresponding to the M-estimator defined by (2.1) 
is the solution of 
I q(x, y-x’ ’ T(F))x dF(x, y) = 0. P-2) 
Note that the skew symmetry of ~(x, .) (condition (ii)) together with the 
uniqueness of the solution implies that the functional T defined by (2.2) is 
Fisher consistent at the model F= Fe, which means that T(F@) = tI for all 
0. The influence function of T at F is given by 
IF(x,y; T, F)=q(x,y-x’.T(F)).M-‘(q, F)x. 
Maronna and Yohai [7] showed the consistency and asymptotic normality 
of nlL2( T,, - T(F)), with mean zero and asymptotic covariance matrix 
V(T, F) = [ ZF(x, y; T, I;). ZF’(x, y; T, F) dF(x, y) 
=M-‘(vl, F).Qh OM-*h F). 
At the model distribution F= F0 we obtain (cf. p. 316 of Hampel et al. [3]) 
ZF(x, y; T, FO) = 7(x, y - ~‘0). MP lx, 
V(T, FO) = W’QM-‘, 
where M= M(q, F,) and Q = Q(q, F,,). Note that M and Q, and thus 
V(T, FO) depend only on the defining function rl but not on 8. 
Next define the residual of y, given x by r(x, y, F) =y - x’T(F). For 
Fisher consistent estimator T we have r =y - x’8 = E. We will use this 
notation throughout the paper. 
Fisher consistency implies that (cf. Hampel et al. [3, p. 231 (4.2.13)]) 
M= E{rq(x, r)xx’} = J rq(x, r)xx’ d@(r) dlyfx). (2.3) 
Note that (2.3) plays an important role in obtaining boundel influence 
M-estimators (see Section 3). 
Now we turn to the assumption on the distribution of x: 
Assumption A. K is spherically distributed with P(x = 0) =0 and 
E/x11* is finite. 
A p x 1 random vector x is said to have a spherical distribution if x and 
Hx have the same distribution for all p xp orthogonal matrices H. It can be 
shown that x is of mean 0 and with covariance matrix d’I, (where d is a 
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positive number and Z, is the identity matrix) under the above assumption. 
Such assumption is reasonable if one works with regression equivariant 
estimators and has been considered by Ronchetti and Rousseeuw [lo] and 
Martin, Yohai, and Zamar [S]. 
3. INFLUENCE FUNCTION AND SENSITIVITIES 
The influence function contains much information about the robustness 
and the efficiency properties of the estimator. The most important robust- 
ness measure derived from it is the (unstandardized) gross-error sensitivity 
of T at F. 
Y,*(T, Fo):=sup llWx,y; T, FJ 
I, )' 
=sup l?(x,Y-x'e)l IIM-'XII, 
x3-v 
where I( . )I denotes the Euclidean norm. It describes the maximum influence 
which a small amount of contamination can have on T. Therefore, it is a 
desirable feature that the gross-error sensitivity is finite. However, putting 
a bound on y,* will often conflict with the aim of asymptotic efficiency. 
Thus, we should look for a compromise and try to construct an optimal 
robust estimator which cannot be improved simultaneously with respect to 
gross-error sensitivity and asymptotic efficiency. This is the so-called 
Hampel’s optimality problem. It was first proposed and solved for the one- 
dimensional case in F. Hampel’s Ph. D. dissertation. Huber [4, Chap. 1 l] 
obtained further results. Krasker [S] solved the problem in multiple 
regression. And Hampel et al. [3] presents guidelines of the solution for 
general multidimensional M-estimators. The measure of efficiency is the 
asymptotic mean square error which is the trace of asymptotic covariance 
matrix. However, the solution is not complete because there are some ques- 
tions remaining to be answered, for instance, the existence of the defining 
equation of the optimal estimators remains open. Also Hampel’s problem 
with respect to different sensitivities (see below) remains to be explored. 
There are several ways to generalize the gross-error sensitivity. Though 
they have different purpose, they also have one important thing in common; 
namely, they are invariant with respect to nonsingular linear transforma- 
tions of the parameter space which, for the linear model, corresponds to a 
change of coordinate system in the space of the design vectors x, as often 
happens in multiple regression. 
Perhaps the most extensively studied one is the so-called self-standardized 
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sensitivity (Krasker and Welsch [6], Bickel [ 11, and Stefanski, Caroll, and 
Ruppert [ 121) which is defined by 
= sup Iq(x, y - x’O)l . (x’Q-‘x)‘? 
*, .p 
In this paper, we study the information standardized sensitivity, the 
predicted value sensitivity, and the fitted value (self-influence) sensitivity. 
The information standardized sensitivity is defined by 
YW,F,):=~ {W-w T,F,)‘J(~)ZF(~,Y;F,)}“’ 
= J(Q) sup Iq(x, y- x’O)l . (x’M-‘(Exx’) M-‘x)“2, 
*, .L’ 
where J(O) is the Fisher information matrix of F,. In linear models with 
standard normal error J( 0) = J( @) Exx’. Note that J( @) = 1. 
The predicted value sensitivity is defined by 
yp* := y,p Ix:, . Wx, Y; T, Fell 
=sup Iq(x,y-x%).x:,M-‘xl, 
J, y 
where x0 is a fixed p-vector. 
The fitted value (self-influence) sensitivity is defined by 
Y)( T, Fe) := yxu; lx’ . ZF(x, Y; T, Fe)1 
=sup ~~(X,y-x’e)-x’M-‘xl. 
x, J’ 
And we say that the estimator T defined by v] is B,-(B,-, B,-, BP-, Bf-) 
robust if y,*(y,*, yz y,*, y;) is finite. 
Before we proceed, we mention some of the notations used in this paper 
though they are standard. We say that a matrix is a scalar matrix if it is 
a real multiple of identity matrix. Note that if Assumption A holds, both 
E[xx’/llxll] and E[xx’/l\xl12] are scalar matrices. The Huber function II/, is 
defined by II/,(t) = min{ c, max{ t, -c} }. An q-function is of Schweppe’s 
form (Merill and Schweppe [9]) if q(x, r)= w(x) .$(r/w(x)), where 
II/ : R + R and w : RP + R+ (weight function). 
PROPOSITION 1. Let D be the unique positive definite square root 
of the positive definite matrix Exx’. Then y” 3 [trace D. (n/2)“‘]/E (IxI(. 
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Moreover, ifp = 1 or Assumption A is satisfied then q(x, r) = [sign(r)]/llxll 
attains this lower bound and we call this estimator most Bi-robust. 
Proof. Observe that M = E[rq(x, Y)xx~], so that 
Z, = E[rg(x, r)M-lxx’], 
which implies that 
D = E[rq(x, r) DM~‘xx’]. 
Taking the trace, we have 
trace D = E[rq(x, r)x’ DM-‘x J 
GE b-1 Ivk r)l II-4 lIDMe’XII GYV I4 II-4. 
Since r is the standard normal then E Irl = (42)) “‘; also r and x are inde- 
pendent; the desired inequality follows immediately. If p = 1 or Assumption 
A holds, then Exx’= d2Zp for some positive number d. Hence D = dZp. 
When ~(x, r) = [sign(r)]//x/ we have M= E Irl E[xx’/llxll]. In the case 
p = 1 or Assumption A is true then E[xx’/llxll] is a scalar matrix and it 
equals (E Ilx\l/p). Z,, because its trace is E ((x((. So y* = dp(K/Z)“*/E \(x!(. 1 
Remark 1. If D is replaced by any other square root of Exx’, the 
inequality still holds. However, the choice of the unique positive definite 
square root D has maximal trace among all square roots of Exx’ and hence 
gives the maximal lower bound. 
Remark 2. For the simple regression through the origin (p = 1) the 
most B,-(B,-, B,-) robust estimator has an explicit solution, namely, 
T,, = median{ y,/x,}. Cf. p. 319 of Hampel et al. [3]. 
PROPOSITION 2. Always y,* > llx,Jl (71/2)l/*/E IIxII. 
ProojI Since Z, = E[rq(x, r)M-‘xx’], so 
xt, = E[rq(x, r) xbM-‘xx’]. 
Taking the norm, we have 
ll-dl d E b-1 lrlk r) xbM-‘xl llxll < Y,*E Id Ml 
And the result follows immediately. m 
Remark. The lower bound obtained in Proposition 2 does not seem to 
be sharp enough for p> 1. One can easily show that if E[xx’/llxll] is a 
scalar matrix, then the estimator defined by ~(x, r) = [sign(r)]/llxj] has 
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yP+ =p . j(xOj/ (7r/2)“‘/E I/x/l. Moreover, Proposition 5 also suggests that 
p. j(xOI( (7c/2)“*/E llxll should be the right lower bound. However, we are 
not able to prove this claim at present. 
PROPOSITION 3. Always yr* >~(71/2)~/‘. Zf E[xx’/llxl12] is a scaZar 
matrix, then q(x, r) = [sign(r)//xll ’ reaches this lower bound and we cull this 
estimator most Bf-robust. 
Prooj Since Z, = E[rq(x, r) M-‘xx’]. Taking the trace, we have 
p=E[rq(x, r)x’M~‘x],<EJri Jq(~,r).x’M-~xI <yTE\rj; 
then the inequality follows. If E[xx’/llxll”] is a scalar matrix then it equals 
(l/p)Z, because its trace is one. And when ~(x, r) = sign(r)/llx/ 2 we have 
M= E[r.sign(r)/llx)12.xxr] = E Irl .E[xx’/llxll*] = E Irl (l/p)Z,. 
so yr* =p(7q2)‘? 1 
Remark. For the simple regression through the origin (p = 1) the most 
Bf-robust estimator is defined implicitly by C [sign(y, - c~x,)]/x, = 0. 
The following proposition gives the results of the relationship among 
different sensitivities. 
PROPOSITION 4. yf and yr are finite if y,* is finite. When p = 1 the con- 
verse is also true. Moreover, if Assumption A holds, then y) is finite if and 
only if y$ isfinite. But there is no relationship between 77 and yz (y,*, y”) in 
general. 
Proof: It is clear that Ix~M-‘xI < llxOll IIM-‘xll and (x’M-‘(Exx’) 
M-‘x)“~= I[DM-‘x(1 < /D(( ((M-‘XII, where D is the unique positive 
definite square root of Exx’ and the norm of D can be taken as either 
Frobenius norm or the matrix norm induced by the Euclidean vector norm 
(the operator norm) and where they are fixed because Exx’ is fixed. The 
equalities hold when p = 1. If Assumption A holds, then D = dZp for some 
positive number d. And the result follows immediately. For the second part, 
if p = 1 or Assumption A is satisfied, it is easy to see that the estimator 
defined by ~(x, r) = [sign(r)]/llxll 2 is B,-robust but not B,-(B,-, B,-)- 
robust. On the other hand, the estimator defined by ~(x, r) = [sign(r)]/l\x/ 
is B,- (Bi-, B,-)robust but not B/-robust. 1 
Remark. From the definitions, it is easy to see that self-standardized 
sensitivity has no relationship with the other four sensitivities in general. 
Though the estimator defined by ~(x, r) = sign(r)/]lxll is both B,- and 
B,-robust when p = 1 or Assumption A is satisfied, it is because both Q 
and M are scalar matrices and hence y,* is finite if and only if rf is finite. 
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Now we turn our attention to the optimality problems associated with 
the given sensitivities. The optimal estimator associated with yr has been 
answered in Hampel et al. [3, Proposition 2, p. 3191. For the predicted 
value sensitivity, the result is similar. We state it in the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 5. Assuming p = 1 or Assumption A holds, then the 
estimator within {n} which minimizes the expected value of the square of 
.xi ZF(x, y; T, 8) subject to a bound c on the predicted value sensitivity y,* 
exists tf and only tf c >p llxOll (7t/2)‘12/EIJ.xIJ. The estimator is defined by an 
q-function of the Schweppe’s form, 
rl cx rJ = tic(r Il.4 Ilaxll) 
P(C) ’ llxoll llaxll ’ 
where tic is the Huber function and the matrix al, (where a is a positive 
number and I, is the identity matrix) is defined implicitly by the equation 
M= E[(2@(c/llx,,ll Ilaxll)- l)xx’] = a-‘Z,, 
where M: = M(npc,,) is defined in Section 2 (iv). Moreover, yp*(npCC,) = c and 
npCr) is unique up to multiplication by a constant. 
Proof: The first part of the proof follows closely to the proof of 
Lemma 1 or Ronchetti and Rousseeuw [lo]. Consider the function 
rl tx rj = 4+Ara llxoll II-d) r,a 9 a ll-~ll llxll 
for any positive number a and c. Because p = 1 or Assumption A holds 
then M: = M(qc,J is a scalar matrix. We wish to solve M= (l/a)I,,, it 
sufices to show that trace M=p/a. Since 
ticka ll-dl llxll) . xxt 
a lhll llxll 1 ’ 
we have trace M= (l/u Ilx,,ll).E[rll/,(ra llxOll llxll) llxll)] =p/a. Hence we 
need to solve the equation E[r$,(ra (Ix,,(I llxll] =p IlxOll. Let f(u) = 
ECrtiAra ll-4 llxll) 114119 then 
f'(a) = ECr2 llxoll . C(ra llxoll ll-4l) . Il~ll’l > 0. 
So that f is strictly increasing. Note that lim,l, f(a) = 0 and 
lim ~’ o. f(u) = EC Irl IIxII. Hence f(a) =p (IxO(I has a solution if and only if 
EC Irl llxll >p IIxOll, that is, c>p llxOll (71/2)lj2/E Ilxll. Because f is strictly 
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increasing, the solution is unique if it exists. We denote the resulting 
function ye,.,, by qPccJ. We have 
wYlp(c)) = a+:tr llxoll ll~-dl) xx’1 = J%CmMllxoll IId I> =‘I. 
And it is clear that E,IC/:(r llxOll llaxll) = 2@(c/llx,ll llaxll) - 1. 
Finally, the optimality result as well as the uniqueness property can be 
proved by mimicking the proof of Theorem 1 of Hampel et al. [3, p. 2411. 
And it is clear that 
y*(q 
P 
( ,) = sup tick lIxoll II4 1 
PC X.Y llxoll llaxll . lx04 
= sup $Ar llxoll Iluxll). llxoil llaxll 
x. y llxoll Ibxll 
= yy.r Iti,(r Ilxoll II4 )I = c. I 
The following proposition answers Welsch’s conjecture (see Hampel et al. 
[3, p. 320, Remark 11) for the solution of Hampel’s optimality problem 
with respect to the fitted value sensitivity. 
PROPOSITION 6. Assuming p = 1 or Assumption A holds, then the 
estimator within {n} which minimizes the expected value of the square of 
x’ . ZF(x, y; T, FB) subject to a bound c on the fitted value sensitivity yf* exists 
if and only if c > ~(42) ‘I2 The estimator is defined by an n-function of the . 
Schweppe’s form, 
where +E is the Huber function and the matrix aI, (where a is a positive 
number and Ip is the identity matrix) is defined implicitly by the equation 
M=E[{2@(c/lluxll*)- 1) xx’] =a-*&, 
where M:= M(n,,,,) is defined in Section 2 (iv). Moreover, $(n,(,)) = c and 
nwCC, is unique up to multiplication by a constant. 
Proof: The first part of the proof follows closely to the proof of 
Lemma 1 of Ronchetti and Rousseeuw [lo]. Consider the function 
? cx rJ = $Ara* 11x11*) 
c,u 7 a2 llxl12 
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for any positive numbers a and c,. Because p = 1 or Assumption A holds 
then M:= M(q,,) is a scalar matrix. In order to satisfy M= (l/a2)ZP, it 
suffices to show that trace M =~/a*. Since 
@h-a2 Ilxll’) . xxi 
a2 JIxI/’ 1 ’ 
we have 
trace M= (l/a’). E[r$,(ra2 ~~x~~‘)] =p/a’. 
Hence we need to solve the equation E[r+,(ra2 11x112)] =p. Let f(a) = 
ECrtiAra* II-4 2)1. 
f’(a) = 2E[ar211/:(ra2 Ilxl12) ~~x~~~] > 0 for all a > 0, 
so that f is strictly increasing. Note that lim, l0 f(a) = 0 and lim, _ o. f(a) = 
EC Irl. Hence f(a) =p has a solution if and only if EC Irl >p, that is, 
c >p(n/2)“2, since E Irl =(x/2) . ‘I* Because f is strictly increasing, the 
solution is unique if it exists. We denote the resulting function q,,, by q,,(,). 
Then we have 
And it is clear that E,$:(r llaxl12) = 2@(c/llaxl12) - 1. 
Finally, the optimality result as well as the uniqueness property can be 
proved by mimicking the proof of Theorem 1 of Hampel et al. [3, p. 2411. 
It is also clear that 
= s,u; IIClAr 11412)1 = c. I 
Remark. Note that the optimal estimator I],,,(,) is the one among {q} 
which minimizes the expected value of x’ . ZF(x, y; T, Fe) ZF’(x, y; T, F,) .x, 
which is the expected value of q2(x, r)(x’M-lx)‘. It is not the same as the 
trace of V. xx’, where V is the asymptotic covariance matrix associated 
with q. 
Since we have discussed several alternative definitions of gross error 
sensitivities. Now we make some comments about their advantages and 
shortcomings: 
(i) It was noted by Krasker and Welsch [6] that unstandardized 
gross-error sensitivity is not invariant with respect to nonsingular linear 
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parameter transforms. See also Ronchetti and Rousseeuw [ 10) for detail. 
As we pointed out earlier, such nonsingular linear parameter transforms 
are equivalent to a change of coordinate systems in the space of the design 
vector x. In other words, r,* is not equivariant under afftne transformations. 
(ii) The normalizing (standardizing) matrix used to define y: is V, 
the asymptotic covariance of the estimate, and therefore it depends on the 
estimator. This implies that a large I’ (estimate inefficiency) will help to 
fulfill the constraint on y,* when solving the corresponding Hampel 
problem. 
(iii) The requirement of bounded y; is too strong. In fact, the 
estimators satisfying this condition penalize too severely the high leverage 
points. 
From all the definitions of gross error sensitivities, the ones which seems 
more satisfactory are y” and y,*. 
4. THE CHANGE-OF-VARIANCE SENSITIVITIES 
The change-of-variance function (CVF) can be viewed as a second-order 
measure for robustness and describes the infinitesimal stability of the 
asymptotic variance of an estimator. The change-of-variance function of an 
M-estimator corresponding to rt at the model distribution F, is defined by 
CVF(x,y; T, Fe):= [(W)V(T (~-E)FB+E~(,,~))IE=o, 
where d (x. v) is the probability measure which puts all its mass at (x, y) and 
for all x and y where it exists. The CVF in linear model can be expressed 
as (Ronchetti and Rousseeuw [lo]) 
=M-1QM-1+~2(~,y-x’~)~M~1xx’M~‘-~’(x,y-x’8) 
x(M-~xx’M-~QM-‘+M-~QM-~xx’M-‘). 
(4.1) 
In analogy with y* we can define the change-of-variance sensitivities. We 
call 
K,*( T, FOB):= sYu! {trace CVF(x, y; T, F,)/trace V( T, Fe) I y - x’8 $6 D(x; q)} 
the unstandardized change-of-variance sensitivity and we call 
~c,YT,F~):=sup (trace[CVF(x,y;T,F,).V-‘(T,F,)]ly-xx’B4D(x,q)} 
I, Y 
the self-standardized change-of-variance sensitivity. 
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The change-of-variance sensitivities have been studied by Ronchetti and 
Rousseeuw [lo] in the cases of unstandardized and self-standardized 
forms. In this section we extend their work to the case of predicted value 
case. The results are similar to the former cases. Unfortunately, there is 
some difficulty defining the fitted value change-of-variance sensitivity. 
DEFINITION. The predicted value change-of-variance sensitivity of T at 
x0 is defined by 
Using (4.1) we have 
K;(T, F@)=sup 1+ 
12(x, y - xw)(X;M- ‘x)2 
x. Y x:, vxo 
2$(x, y - XVI) . (x’M- ‘x0x; v, - 
x; vx, Y-x’e4&, v) . I 
And we say that the estimator T defined by q is VP-robust if and only if 
7cp* is finite. 
PROPOSITION 7. yp*< [ ( I$- 1) x; Vx,] 112 and hence VP-robustness 
implies B,-robustness. Moreover, if q is nondecreasing in r and 
M-‘x,x& V> 0 (the notation M-‘x,x; VB 0 means that z’M-‘xOx& Vz >, 0 
for all vectors z) then the equality holds and hence B,- and V,-robustness are 
equivalent. 
Proof. The asserting inequality can be shown by mimicking the proof 
of Proposition 4 of Hampel et al. [3, p. 3261. If rt is nondecreasing, 
M-‘x,xkV~0 and yp*< 03, so ~‘(x, r)x’M-‘x,xhVx>O. And we have 
~,*a sup { 1 + ~‘(x, r)(x~M-1x)2}/x~ Vx,} < 1 + y,*‘/xk Vx,. 1 
-5 Y 
PROPOSITION 8. Always up*> 2. Zfboth E[xx’/l/xlj] and E[xx’/llx[12] are 
scalar matrices, then v](x, r) = [sign(r)]/l[ II x reaches this lower bound, so we 
call this estimator most V,-robust. 
Proof: Since 
The first result follows immediately. If both E[xx’/llxll] and E[xx’/jlxll’] 
are scalar matrices and ~(x, r)= [sign(r)]/llxll, then both M and Q are 
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scalar matrices with positive diagonal elements and so is V. This means 
that M-‘x,xb V>O we can apply the preceding proposition, yielding 
K,*(V) = 1 + y;(q)/x; I/x, = 2. 1 
The optimality result with respect to the predicted value change-of- 
variance sensitivity is given in the next proposition. 
PROPOSITION 9. Assume p = 1 or Assumption A holds. For each k > 2, 
there exists a function qptC, such that JC~*(V~~~,) = k and qp(c) minimizes 
xb V(q)x, among all q satisfying K:(V) Gk. Any other solution is equivalent 
to ?p(c). 
Proof. The existence of q,(,) is shown by Proposition 5 if c> 
p(n/2)“*Ilxoll/Ellxll. By Lemma 1 of Ronchetti and Rousseeuw [lo], for 
each k>2 there is a c>p(n/2)‘/* \lxo\l/Ellxll satisfying 1 +c/xl, V(~pCCI)xO=k. 
Now take any u satisfying xk V(q)x < x& V(q,,,,.,)x,. Then y:(q) > y,*(q,(,,) by 
Proposition 5. 
By Proposition 7 we have 
It should be noted that M(q,+,) and Q(q,,,,) are scalar matrices with 
positive diagonal elements and so is V(/(rl,,,,). And qpCC) is nondecreasing in 
r. Hence the conditions of Proposition 7 are satisfied. So 
Kp*(rlp(c,) = 1 + Yp*(?,(c,)/Xb V(?p(r)bo. 
It implies that up* > ~p*(q~(~)). This proves the optimality of qpCC). 
Now take another function fl minimizing x6 V(q)x, subject to K:(V) <k. 
But this means xk V(rj)xO = xb V(q,(,.,)x, and 
y,*(4) < CC$Xil, - l,xI, V(4)xol”* d C(k - 1 I-4, V(rl,,,,h,ll’* = c, 
so 4 is equivalent to qpCC) by Proposition 5. 1 
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